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Recent Research and Development

Recent investigations on the multiphase flow systems have been focussed on the

better understanding of multiphase flow itself in the system as well as the

application of the system in the industry as processes or reactors.

There have been two trends, recently, in examming and analyzing the multiphase

flow and fluidization processes. The one is dedicated to the field of computational

fluid dynamics (CFD). The rapid increase in computational power and the

development of new computer architectures has led to an increasing use of

computational fluid dynamics for the development and optimization of multiphase

flow and fluidization systems. In the future, several works have to be focussed on

the detailed modelling of the relevant transport phenomena in analyzing the field of

multiphase flow and fluidization system, because there have been lots of unknown

and undefined dynamic variables in those dynamic systems.

The other trend is dedicated to the field of development of stochastic, statistic and

chaos analysis methods for the analysis of the multiphase flow system as a

effective tool, because the dynamic flow system has been usually highly stochastic,

irregular and non-linear owing to the random contacting and mixing flow among

gas, liquid and solid phases.

Some interesting aspects of bubble dynamics and macroscopic hydrodynamic

properties in high pressure bubble columns and three-phase fluidization systems

have been reported. Experimental results along with discrete-phase simulations of a

single bubble rising in liquids and liquid-solid suspensions at high pressures have

been presented. Some mechanistic models accounting for the bubbling phenomena



and initial size of bubbles have been described in relation to the mechanism for

bubble breaking at high pressure systems. It has been reported that the bubble

breakup at high pressures is due to the bubble instability induced by internal gas

circulation inside a bubble. Thus, it would be exist a maximum stable bubble size

under the given operating conditions.

In addition, some extensive studies have been made to analyze the characteristics

of the key macroscopic hydrodynamic properties, indicating moving packed bed

phenomena, flow regime transition, overall gas holdup, mean bubble size, and

bubble size distribution.

In three-phase (gas-liquid-solid) fluidized bed systems, the flow regime of bubbles

has been one of the important factors to determine the performance of the system.

Although some investigations have been devoted to the flow regime identification

and flow regime transitions in three-phase fluidization systems, it has not been

well understood until now, because most previous studies have been based on the

visual observations. Recently, some investigators have intended to identify the

bubble flow regime by means of quantitative measurement such as pressure

fluctuations, bubble size and light transmittance.

On the transport phenomena in multiphase flow and fluidization systems, several

papers have been published in the worldwide. However, in three-phase fluidized bed

systems, considerable future research works with respect to the reactor geometry

and optimum operating conditions will be required for the design and practical

application of the system. It has been reported in these fields that the heat

transport phenomena have been analyzed by adopting two kinds of heat transfer

systems ; the one is wall-to-bed heat transport systems and the other is immersed

heater-to-bed heat transfer systems. Inspite of similar elementary mechanisms of

heat transfer between the two, the value of heat transfer coefficient in each kind of

heat transport system has been different from each other depending on the

operational conditions. Most of recent investigations have intended to analyze the



overall heat transfer characteristics by measuring or calculating the heat transfer

coefficient and to obtain the correlations as functions of operating variables.

In the studies of mass transport phenomena, there have been three categories ; the

first is mass transport in the interface of gas-liquid, the second is that in the

interface of liquid-solid and the third is that in the interface between the surface in

the system and the bed proper. The mechanism of mass transport phenomena in

each system is quite different from each other, thus, each information has to be

considered for the design and determining the operation conditions of the

multiphase flow and fluidized processes.

In the future, a more refined analyses of the effects of various physical, chemical

and thermal properties of multiphase as well as the geometric parameters on the

heat and mass transport phenomena have to be conducted for the possible

industrial applications of multiphase fluidization processes.


